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Sunday in Cape Town...the sun is not shining...the boks are no longer crying...it’s England who are crying... 
 
I’ve been writing some new tweets which means that we’ll have a daily negotiation message well into the new year.  I 
really value Hootsuite as a means of scheduling these notes and, of course, it’s free. 
 
My running group is 16 strong and we’ve all been linked to a whatsapp group.  I really didn’t understand it much but 
now I know it better I’ve become a big fan and have set up groups with the family so that we can send messages and 
pictures.  It also has a PC app which is great for people like me with banana fingers. I’m not always at the sharp end 
of technology but in this case I’m happy that I followed some folks who are already enthusiastic users. 
 

Me and my running chums are entering out first “race” on the 11th October.  It’s only a 5k affair but that’s where we 
need to be at this stage of our progress. 
 
So...England lost...Boks win...Arsenal win...Millwall win...Hamilton wins...Western Province win.  That’ll do for one 
week. 
 
I’m rather busy at the moment...and that’s the way businesses want to be.  You never know whether it’s the light at 
end of the tunnel or a bloody great train coming straight at you! 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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I’ve just managed to synchronise my Evernotes with my Sticky Notes.  This is well worth doing and it allows the 
stickies to remain on top of the screen when I create them and to synch with Evernote...and it’s free.  I find Sticy 
Notes to be really helpful...but only if you can get them to stay on top. 
 
I’ve been doing some research and it seems that Rok straps are decidedly superior.  If you’re in the market for 
bungee cords then this is the place to go. 
 
 

CENTER LINE, Mich. (AP) — A man with an apparent case of arachnophobia caused a fire at a suburban Detroit 
gas pump by putting a lighter to what he says was a spider near his fuel door. 
WJBK-TV reports (http://bit.ly/1Fqtbo5 ) Saturday that he escaped injury and his vehicle suffered little damage, but 
the gas pump was destroyed. A clerk shut off the pump from indoors and called the fire department. 
The motorist can be heard on the surveillance video at the Center Line station asking: "Is that a spider in there?" 
The video then shows flames erupting along the car's side, the pump and the pavement. 

The man darts to safety and later uses a fire extinguisher to put out the flames. A spider is not seen. 
The clerk says he apologized the next day. 
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A senior family 

Now that I rejoice at being over 60 I get a Seniors discount very readily.  In fact I’m rather 
surprised how keen people are to throw discounts at me purely because I’m “old.” 
 
I also got a discount this week for a membership for myself and my wife...and we got the “family” 
rate as well.  That’s a double discount. 
 
It really is quite pleasant to be a customer and get discounts that you don’t request and in fact 
that you’d happily ignore if they weren’t offered.  This is the perfect definition of the Free Money 
principle that underpins so much of our negotiation theory. 
 
The learning point for sellers is not to give discounts so freely to people who’d happily pay full 
whack and for buyers it’s a strong need to ensure that you do qualify for every discount available. 
 
It’s always intrigued me what there’s a New Customer discount to a stranger you’ve never met 
and no discount to the loyal customer base.  That’s an iniquity that I always try to correct 
especially when I’m a loyal customer. 
 
Anyone can sell anything if they give it away.  Don’t be too free with your discounts...except to 
Seniors like me who deserve everything that they can get! 
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Payment terms 

I was comparing deals this week and saw an annual subscription that could either be paid up 
front or in 12 monthly instalments.  
 
I did the multiplication and saw that 12 times the monthly subscription was exactly the same as 
the upfront lump sum...so why would anyone ever want to pay up front when they can spread the 
payments over 12 months in a country with 6% inflation. 
 
Someone clearly doesn’t understand the commercial dynamics here but as a customer I don’t see 
it as my job to educate them. 
 
I wrote a Tweet recently where I said that a dollar of payment terms reduction spends just as well 
as a dollar of cash discount. 
 
Always look at the payment terms.  If I’m paying up front I expect a discount...or a premium if I 
want to spread the payments.  Keep inflation in mind and currency movements. 
 
In South Africa at the moment the currency is heading south and inflation is high so when you pay 
a bill you need to do careful calculations before you part with the cash...either now or at some 
stage in the future. 
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